در حوزه اخالق به زبان انگلیسی  ،دریای بیانتهایی از کتب ارزشمند یافت
میشود که آشنایی با این کتابها به پژوهشگران حوزه اخالق فارسی کمک
میکند تا با توجه به منابع غنی اسالمی ،به بومیسازی مباحث اخالق
بپردازند .ما در مجموعه خانه اخالق پژوهان جوان تالش کردهایم تا ذیل
سایت مجموعه ،مهمترین کتابهای این حوزه را به صورت مرتب
جمعآوری و معرفی حداقلی کنیم .اِثیکا ،عنوانی است که برای این بخش
جدید سایت انتخاب کردهایم که در آن ،فهرستی از کتابهای تازهنشر به
زبان انگلیسی را در اختیار عالقهمندان قرار خواهیم داد .ارائه فهرست
کتابهای تازهنشر عالوه بر آن که نشاندهنده ذائقه مطالعاتی فلسفه اخالق
در خارج از زبان فارسی است ،میتواند راهنمای خوبی برای دانشجویان و
عالقهمندان به رشتههای فلسفه ،فلسفه اخالق و سایر حوزههای مطالعاتی
مربوط ،برای پژوهش در موضوعات مختلف باشد.
یک تشکل مردمی است و از سال 1393
فعالیت رسمی خود را با برگزاری جلسات و کارگاههای فلسفه اخالق آغاز
نموده است و تا کنون نزدیک به  230جلسه تحت عناوین مختلف در حوزه
اخالق برگزار کرده است .ما را با عنوان
مستقیما به

گوگل کنید و یا از طریق این لینک
سایت ما منتقل شوید.

به یاری خدا در وهله نخست ،اِثیکا
لیست زیر ،چهارمین

به صورت فصلی منتشر خواهد شد.

اِثیکای ماست که کتابهای منتشرشده زمستان

 2020به کوشش فاطمه شریفیان در آن منعکس شده است.

• Brings work in philosophy of mind & moral psychology
together with empirical work on perception, sensation,
attention, and tacit cognition.
• Addresses a common experience - being discomforted by
one's own perceptions or sensations-from an original
philosophical perspective
• Engages with puzzles resulting from accounts of agency and
alienation, such as how one can be both the critic and the
object criticized

Author: Maura Tumulty
Hardcover: 298 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (January 20,2020)

Is animal labour inherently oppressive, or can work be a source of meaning,
solidarity, and social membership for animals? This challenging question drives this
thought-provoking collection which explores the possibilities and complexities of
animal labour as a site for interspecies justice. The book assembles an international
and interdisciplinary group of scholars who carefully grapple with the many facets,
implications, and entanglements of animal labour, and who, crucially, place animals
at the heart of their analyses. Can animals engage in good work and have humane
jobs? What kinds of labour rights are appropriate for animal workers? Can animals
consent to work? Would recognizing animals as workers improve their legal and
political status, or simply reinforce the perception that they are beasts of burden?
Can a focus on labour help to create or deepen bonds between animal advocates
and other social justice movements? While the authors present a range of views on
these questions, their contributions make clear that labour must be taken seriously
by everyone interested in more just and ethical multispecies futures.

Editors: Charlotte E. Blattner & …
Hardcover: 256 pages
Publisher: OUP Oxford (December 12, 2019)
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This title reviews the bioethical issues in congenital heart disease and other difficult
pediatric cardiology and cardiac surgical situations. It provides considered opinions
and recommendations as to the preferred actions to take in these cases, stressing the
importance of making informed decisions that are bioethically sound and doing so
using considered reasoning of all the related sensitive issues.
Bioethical Controversies in Pediatric Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery provides detailed
recommendations on potential solutions to make bioethical decisions in difficult clinical
scenarios. There is particular emphasis on controversies involving surgery for
hypoplastic left heart syndrome, futility, informed consent, autonomy, genomics, and
beneficence. It is intended for use by a wide range of practitioners, including congenital
heart surgeons, pediatric cardiologists, pediatric intensivists, nurse practitioners,
physician’s assistants, and clinical ethicists.

Editors: Constantine Mavroudis, J. Thomas Cook & …
Hardcover: 289 pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2020 edition (February 29, 2020)
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'Ethics' was not developed as a separate branch of philosophy
in Buddhist traditions until the modern period, though
Buddhist philosophers have always been concerned with the
moral significance of thoughts, emotions, intentions, actions,
virtues, and precepts. Their most penetrating forms of moral
reflection have been developed within disciplines of practice
aimed at achieving freedom and peace. This Element first
offers a brief overview of Buddhist thought and modern
scholarly approaches to its diverse forms of moral reflection.
It then explores two of the most prominent philosophers from
the main strands of the Indian Buddhist tradition Buddhaghosa and Śāntideva - in a comparative fashion.

Author: Maria Heim
Hardcover: 75 pages
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (February 2, 2020)

Theorists working on metaethics and the nature of normativity
typically study goodness, rightness, what ought to be done,
and so on. In their investigations they employ and consider
our actual normative concepts. But the actual concepts of
goodness, rightness, and what ought to be done are only
some of the possible normative concepts there are. There are
other possible concepts, ascribing different properties. Matti
Eklund explores the consequences of this thought, for
example for the debate over normative realism, and for the
debate over what it is for concepts and properties to be
normative. Conceptual engineering - the project of
considering how our concepts can be replaced by better ones
- has become a central topic in philosophy. Eklund applies this
methodology to central normative concepts and discusses the
special complications that arise in this case. For example, since
talk of improvement is itself normative, how should we, in the
context, understand talk of a concept being better?

Author: Matti Eklund
Hardcover: 240 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (December 14, 2019)
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This book examines from different perspectives the moral significance of nonhuman members of the biotic community and their omission from climate ethics
literature.
The complexity of life in an age of rapid climate change demands the development
of moral frameworks that recognize and respect the dignity and agency of both
human and non-human organisms. Despite decades of careful work in nonanthropocentric approaches to environmental ethics, recent anthologies on climate
ethics have largely omitted non-anthropocentric approaches. This multidisciplinary
volume of international scholars tackles this lacuna by presenting novel work on
non-anthropocentric approaches to climate ethics. Written in an accessible style,
the text incorporates sentiocentric, biocentric, and ecocentric perspectives on
climate change.
With diverse perspectives from both leading and emerging scholars of
environmental ethics, geography, religious studies, conservation ecology, and
environmental studies, this book will offer a valuable reading for students and
scholars of these fields.

Editors: Brian G. Henning, Zack Walsh
Hardcover: 226 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 28, 2020)

This monumental, line-by-line commentary makes Thomas
Aquinas's classic Treatise on Happiness and Ultimate Purpose
accessible to all readers. Budziszewski illuminates arguments
that even specialists find challenging: What is happiness? Is
it something that we have, feel, or do? Does it lie in such
things as wealth, power, fame, having friends, or knowing
God? Can it actually be attained? This book's luminous prose
makes Aquinas's treatise transparent, bringing to light
profound underlying issues concerning knowledge, meaning,
human psychology, and even the nature of reality.
Author: J. Budziszewski
Hardcover: 800 pages
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (January 9, 2020)
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Care is a human ability we all need for growing and flourishing. It implies considering the needs and interests
of others, and the quality of how we relate to each other is often defined by care. While the value of care in
private life is widely recognized, its role in the public sphere is contested and subject to political debates. In
work organizations, instrumentality frequently overrides considerations for colleagues’ and co-workers’ wellbeing, while relationships are often sacrificed in the service of performance and meeting organizational
targets.
The questions this volume attempts to address concerns the organizational conditions that make care flourish
and how a caring organization functions in practice. Specifically, we examine what it means to care for each
other and what enhances caring behaviours in organizations. The volume ultimately focuses on how caring
relations can contribute to making organizations better places. In this perspective, care involves the
recognition of, and the limitations of, work as a key aspect of personal and social identity. Because care
exceeds the sphere of individual intimacy, the book will also centre on the necessity for building caring
institutions through a political process that considers the needs, contributions, and prospects of many
different actors.
This book aims to contribute to academic discussions on care in organizations, care work, business and
organizational ethics, diversity, caring leadership, well-being in organizations, and research ethics. Managers,
consultants, policy-makers, and students will find reflections about the goodness of care in organizations,
and guidance about the ethical and practical difficulties of pursuing the project of building caring
organizations.

Editors: Marianna Fotaki, Gazi Islam, Anne Antoni
Print Length: 306 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (December 6, 2019)
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This Element provides a systematic defense of moral
contractarianism as a distinct approach to the social
contract. It elucidates, in comparison to moral
conventionalism and moral contractualism, the distinct
features of moral contractarianism, its scope, and
conceptual and practical challenges that concern the
relationship between morality and self-interest, the
problems of assurance and compliance, rule-following,
counterfactualism, and the nexus between morals and
politics. It argues that, if appropriately conceived, moral
contractarianism is conceptually coherent, empirically
sound, and practically relevant, and has much to offer to
contemporary moral philosophy.

Author: Michael Moehler
Paperback: 75 pages
pages
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (February 13, 2020)

Creating Future People offers readers a fast-paced primer on

how new genetic technologies will enable parents to influence
the traits of their children, including their intelligence, moral
capacities, physical appearance, and immune system. It deftly
explains the science of gene editing and embryo selection, and
raises the central moral questions with colorful language and a
brisk style. Jonathan Anomaly takes seriously the diversity of
preferences parents have, and the limits of public policy in
regulating what could soon be a global market for reproductive
technology. He argues that once embryo selection for complex
traits happens it will change the moral landscape by altering the
incentives parents face. All of us will take an interest in the traits
everyone else selects, and this will present coordination
problems that previous writers on genetic enhancement have
failed to consider. Anomaly navigates difficult ethical issues with
vivid language and scientifically informed speculation about how
genetic engineering will transform humanity.

Author: Jonathan Anomaly

Hardcover: 126 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 10, 2020)
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Derek Parfit (1942–2017) is widely considered to be one of the
most important moral philosophers of the twentieth century.
Reasons and Persons is arguably the most influential of the two
books published in his lifetime and hailed as a classic work of
ethics and personal identity.
Derek Parfit’s Reasons and Persons: An Introduction and Critical
Inquiry is an outstanding introduction to and assessment of
Parfit’s book, with chapters by leading scholars of ethics,
metaphysics and of Parfit’s work.
Read more

Editor: Andrea Sauchelli
Paperback: 280 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 28, 2020)

Racism. Immigration. Gun violence. Sexuality. Health care. The
number of ethical issues that demand a response from
Christians today is almost dizzying. How can Christians
navigate such matters? What are faithful responses to these
questions? Edited by two theologians with pastoral experience,
this volume invites engagement with these issues and more by
drawing on real-life experiences and offering a range of
responses to some of the most challenging moral questions
confronting the church today. With an unflinching yet irenic
approach, this resource can help Christians as they seek to act
justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with God.

Editors: Hak Joon Lee & …
Hardcover: 208 pages
Publisher: IVP Academic (February 25, 2020)
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Today, everyone is a curator. What was once considered a hallowed expertise is now a
commonplace and global activity. Can this new worldwide activity be ethical and, if yes, how?
This book argues that curating can be more than just selecting, organizing, and presenting
information in galleries or online. Curating can also constitute an ethics, one of acquiring,
arranging, and distributing an always conjectural knowledge about the world.
Curating as Ethics is primarily philosophical in scope, evading normative approaches to ethics
in favor of an intuitive ethics that operates at the threshold of thought and action. It explores
the work of authors as diverse as Heidegger, Spinoza, Meillassoux, Mudimbe, Chalier, and
Kofman. Jean-Paul Martinon begins with the fabric of these ethics: how it stems from matter,
how it addresses death, how it apprehends interhuman relationships. In the second part he
establishes the ground on which the ethics is based, the things that make up the curatorial—
for example, the textual and visual evidence or the digital medium. The final part focuses on
the activity of curating as such—sharing, caring, preparing, dispensing, and so on.
With its invigorating new approach to curatorial studies, Curating as Ethics moves beyond
the field of museum and exhibition studies to provide an ethics for anyone engaged in this
highly visible activity, including those using social media as a curatorial endeavor, and shows
how philosophy and curating can work together to articulate the world today.

Author: Jean-Paul Martinon
Hardcover: 352 pages
Publisher:Univ Of Minnesota Press (January 28, 2020)
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Empathy is one of the most talked about and widely studied
concepts of recent years. Some argue it can help create a more
just society, improve medical care and even avert global
catastrophe. Others object that it is morally problematic. Who is
right? And what is empathy anyway? Is it a way of feeling with
others, or is it simply feeling sorry for them? Is it a form of
knowledge? What is its evolutionary origin?
In this thorough and clearly-written introduction to the
philosophy of empathy Heidi Maibom explores these questions
and more, examining the following topics:
The nature of empathy and key themes in the literature
Empathy as a way of understanding others, particularly
'simulation theory’ and 'perspective-taking'
Empathy, emotional contagion, and sympathy
Empathy’s role in moral understanding or motivation
Empathy and art appreciation, with examples from film, music
and fiction
Empathy and mental disorder, such as psychopathy and autism.
Including chapter summaries, annotated further reading and a
glossary, Empathy is an excellent resource for students of
philosophy of mind and psychology, psychology, and cognitive
science, as well as for those in related subjects such as art,
literature and politics.

Author: Heidi Maibom
Hardcover: 188 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 21, 2020)
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This book is the first of its kind, combining international perspectives on the
current ethical considerations and challenges facing bioarchaeologists in the
recovery, analysis, curation, and display of human remains. It explores how
museum curators, commercial practitioners, forensic anthropologists, and
bioarchaeologists deal with ethical issues pertaining to human remains in
traditional and digital settings around the world.
The book not only raises key ethical questions concerning the study, display,
and curation of skeletal remains that bioarchaeologists must face and
overcome in different countries, but also explores how this global
community can work together to increase awareness of similar and, indeed,
disparate ethical considerations around the world and how they can be
addressed in working practices.
Read more

Editors: Kirsty Squires & …
Hardcover: 676 pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2019 edition (January 2, 2020)

Ethical Debates in Orangutan Conservation explores how conservationists decide
whether, and how, to undertake rehabilitation and reintroduction (R&R) when rescuing
orphaned orangutans. The author demonstrates that exploring ethical dilemmas is
crucial for understanding ongoing disagreements about how to help endangered
wildlife in an era of anthropogenic extinction.
Although R&R might appear an uncontroversial activity, there is considerable debate
about how, and why, it ought to be practised. Drawing on in-depth qualitative research
with orangutan conservation practitioners, this book examines how ethical trade-offs
shape debates about R&R. For example, what if the orphan fails to learn how to be an
orangutan again, after years in the company of humans? What if she is sent into the
forest only to slowly starve? Would she have been better off in a cage? Could the huge
cost of sending a rescued ape back to the wild be better spent on stopping
deforestation in the first place? Or do we have a moral obligation to rescue the orphan
regardless of cost? This book demonstrates that deconstructing ethical positions is
crucial for understanding ongoing disagreements about how to help our endangered
great ape kin and other wildlife. Read more

Author: Alexandra Palmer
Hardcover: 260 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (March 11, 2020)
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Ethical Design Intelligence: The Virtuous Designer explores the deep significance of
philosophy and ethics to the practice of design. It offers designers from disciplines
such as architecture, urban design, planning, landscape, interior, and industrial
design an alternative ethical framework in which to expand their thinking about their
practice.
Arguing that design today is primarily an agency driven by the momentum of
globalization, embedded in economy, materialism, and utility, the book
reconceptualizes the notion of virtue in design practice. Across chapters covering
topics such as virtuous character, creative agency, and unsustainable practices, the
book scrutinizes design through a philosophical lens.
d’Anjou dissects articulations from different philosophical thinkers from antiquity to
contemporary time to reveal that ethics is fundamental to everything affected by
design. Countering well-established modes of postmodern relativism in design, which
has led to “defuturing” and “unsustainability,” ethical realism is presented as an
alternative solution. This book is written for designers, educators, researchers, and
students.

Author: Philippe d'Anjou
Print Length: 182 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 14, 2020)
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In recent years there has been a tremendous resurgence of interest in
ethical sentimentalism, a moral theory first articulated during the Scottish
Enlightenment. Ethical Sentimentalism promises a conception of morality
that is grounded in a realistic account of human psychology, which,
correspondingly, acknowledges the central place of emotion in our moral
lives. However, this promise has encountered its share of philosophical
difficulties. Chief among them is the question of how to square the limited
scope of human motivation and psychological mechanism - so easily
influenced by personal, social, and cultural circumstance - with the
seeming universal scope and objective nature of moral judgment. The
essays in this volume provide a comprehensive evaluation of the
sentimentalist project with a particular eye to this difficulty. Each essay
offers critical clarification, innovative answers to central challenges, and
new directions for ethical sentimentalism in general.

Editors: Remy Debes, Karsten R. Stueber
Hardcover: 304 pages
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (December 19, 2019)

Most of us desire to be moral people, but too often we
struggle to translate philosophical concepts about morality
and ethics to everyday life. One way we can bridge this gap
is by approaching ethics as skills that we can develop rather
than a set of ideas we must grasp. Taking this practical
approach, and writing especially for medicine, law, and
business students trying to understand ethics in the real
world Larry R. Churchill examines morality in the context of
human experience. His book builds readers' understanding
of ethics from the raw materials of moral life: the curiosity
we feel when confronted with moral differences, the
perplexities of practical life, and the satisfactions of moral
growth. Read more

Author: Larry R. Churchill
Hardcover: 208 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press; 1 edition (January 30, 2020)
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This timely collection brings together critical, analytic, historical,
and practical studies to address what ethics means in the
practice of design. Designers face the same challenges as
everyone else in the complex conditions of contemporary cultural
life-choices about consumption, waste, exploitation, ecological
damage, and political problems built into the supply chains on
which the global systems of inequity currently balance
precariously. Read more

Editors: Laura Scherling, Andrew DeRosa
Hardcover: 272 pages
Publisher: Bloomsbury Visual Arts; 1 edition (February 20, 2020)

This book offers easy access to the everyday ethics problems that occur in
the medical care of children. It contains practical guidance on how physicians
and other healthcare practitioners may manage both straightforward and
complex ethics problems. The book provides a readable and comprehensive
introduction to ethics issues for beginners and is also extremely valuable to
experienced practitioners.This work covers important "classical" ethical
issues such as privacy, confidentiality, truth telling, and discusses the
elements of the relationships that might exist between parents and
healthcare providers. However, the book also provides a resource for new
and emerging areas of bioethics. These include issues arising in the new
population of children who are beginning to survive the neonatal and infant
periods with a multitude of problems – “children with medical complexity".
Finally, it also includes a section on the advantages and pitfalls of social
media use.

Authors: Ian Mitchell, Juliet R. Guichon
Hardcover: 455 pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2019 edition (January 3, 2020)
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What is the human good? What are the primary virtues that make a good person?
What makes an action right? Must we try to maximize good consequences? How
can we know what is right and good? Can morality be rationally justified? In Ethics
Through History, Terence Irwin addresses such fundamental questions, making
these central debates intelligible to readers without an extensive background in
philosophy. He provides a historical and philosophical discussion of major
questions and key philosophers in the history of ethics, in the tradition that begins
with Socrates onwards. Irwin covers ancient, medieval, and modern moral
philosophers whose views have helped to form the agenda for contemporary
ethical theory, paying attention to the strengths and weaknesses of their
respective positions.

Author: Terence Irwin
Hardcover: 336 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (May 18, 2020)
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This book discusses ethical questions surrounding research and innovation in
military and humanitarian contexts. It focuses on human enhancement in the
military. Recently, the availability of medical enhancement designed to make
soldiers more capable of surviving during conflict, as well as enabling them to
defeat their enemies, has emerged. Innovation and medical research in military
and humanitarian contexts may thus yield positive effects, but simultaneously
leads to a number of highly problematic ethical issues.
The work contains contributions on medical ethics that take into account the
specific roles and obligations of military and humanitarian health care providers
and the ethical problems they encounter. They cover different aspects of
research and innovation such as vaccine development, medical enhancement,
compassionate and experimental drug use, research and application of new
technologies such as wearables, “Humanitarian innovation” to cope with scarce
resources, Biometrics, big data, etc.The book is of interest and importance to
researchers and policy makers involved with human enhancement, medical
research, and innovation in military and humanitarian missions.

Editors: Daniel Messelken, David Winkler
Hardcover: 274 pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2020 edition (March 18, 2020)

Exploring Communication Ethics is a comprehensive textbook on

the ethical issues facing communication professionals in today’s
rapidly changing media environment.
Empowering students to respond to real-world ethical dilemmas
by drawing upon philosophical principles, historical background,
and the ethical guidelines of major professional organizations,
this book is designed to stimulate class discussion through realworld examples, case studies, and discussion problems.
Students will learn how to mediate between the best interests
of their employers and their responsibilities toward other parties,
and to consider how economic, technological, and legal changes
in their industries affect these ethical considerations.
It can be used as a core textbook for undergraduate or graduate
courses in communication or media ethics, and provides an ideal
supplement for specialist classes in public relations, professional
communication, advertising, political communication, or
journalism and broadcast media.

Author: Randy Bobbitt
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Hardcover: 324 pages 62
pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (March 17, 2020)

This book defends an original and pluralist theory of when and why
discrimination wrongs people. Starting from actual legal cases in which
claimants have alleged wrongful discrimination by other people or by the
state, Sophia Moreau argues that we can best understand these people's
complaints by thinking of them as complaints about different ways in
which they have not been treated as equals in their societies―in
particular, through unfair subordination, through the violation of their
right to a particular deliberative freedom, or through the denial to them
of access to a basic good, that is, a good that this person must have
access to if they are to be, and to be seen as, an equal in their society.
Read more

Author: Sophia Moreau
Hardcover: 276 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (April 27, 2020)

• Explores how law, ethics and regulation must respond to new
technologies that challenge the boundaries of our ethics
• Fascinating case studies on emergent technology bring out nuances
and complexities that you may not have thought of before
• Each chapter includes key suggestions for further reading and
questions to think about
• Examples from films, books and comics bring the subject to life
• The interdisciplinary approach will be of interest to professional
lawyers and students of law, academics in disciplines including law,
media studies, surveillance, politics, sociology and technology, and
people interested in popular science

Editors: Lilian Edwards, Burkhard Schafer, Edina Harbinja
Hardcover: 256 pages
Publisher: Edinburgh University Press; 1 edition (April 1, 2020)
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The ethical issues we face in health care, justice, and human rights extend beyond
national boundaries—they are global and cross-cultural in scope. Editors Wanda
Teays and Alison Dundes Renteln have assembled the works of a diverse
interdisciplinary and international team of bioethics experts into a comprehensive,
innovative, and accessible resource.
Following a consideration of theoretical frameworks that inform a global bioethics,
units on human rights, life and death, and public health form an in-depth look at
contemporary issues in the field. Each unit includes cutting edge analyses and
thought-provoking case studies, as well as discussion prompts. Topics range from
torture and lethal injection to euthanasia, abortion, medical tourism, vulnerable
human subjects, to health equity, vaccination programs, mental health, the ethics of
surrogacy, and more.
Read more

Editors: Wanda Teays, Alison Dundes Renteln
Hardcover: 366 pages
Publisher:

Rowman & Littlefield Publishers; Second edition (February 6, 2020)
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We tend to admire people who stay true to their
convictions in the face of opposition, who are not
tempted to twist or withhold the truth for selfish
reasons, and who seek the truth even when it means
giving up their cherished views. Indeed, integrity,
honesty, and truth seeking are crucial virtues on both
intimate and global scales, significant in everything
from our relationships to our politicians' accountability.
The past forty years have witnessed a dramatic
resurgence of philosophical interest in the virtues. And
yet there has been surprisingly little work among
philosophers aimed at helping us better understand
these three truth-related virtues. Read more

Author: Christian B. Miller, Ryan WestRenteln
Paperback: 368 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (March 13, 2020)

How do leaders influence others? Although they
sometimes appeal directly to good reasons, which we
associate with rational persuasion, leaders also use guilt,
pressure, flattery, bullying, and rewards and
punishment―all to get the behaviors that they want. Even
when leaders refrain from outright lying, they are
nevertheless known to practice something approaching,
perhaps reaching, the level of manipulation. Influence
therefore presents a serious ethical problem across
leadership contexts.
Read more

Author: Terry L. Price
Hardcover: 196 pages
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Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (March 12, 2020)

Mechanical Choices details the intimate connection that exists
between morality and law: the morality we use to blame others
for their misdeeds and the criminal law that punishes them for
these misdeeds. This book shows how both law and morality
presuppose the accuracy of common sense, a centuries-old
psychology that defines people as rational agents who make
honorable choices and act for just reasons. It then shows how
neuroscience is commonly taken to challenge these fundamental
psychological assumptions.
Read more

Author: Michael S. Moore
Hardcover: 600 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (April 24, 2020)

This volume brings together a collection of essays that explore
in a new way how unacknowledged moral concerns are
integral to debates in the philosophy of mind.The radical
suggestion of the book is that we can make sense of the
internal dynamics and cultural significance of these debates
only when we understand the moral forces that shape them.
Read more

Editors: Joel Backström, Hannes Nykänen, …
Hardcover: 395 pages
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan; 1st ed. 2019 edition
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Philosophers across many traditions have long theorized about the relationship between
prudence and morality. Few clear answers have emerged, however, in large part because
of the inherently speculative nature of traditional philosophical methods. This book aims to
forge a bold new path forward, outlining a theory of prudence and morality that unifies a
wide variety of findings in neuroscience with philosophically sophisticated normative
theorizing.
The author summarizes the emerging behavioral neuroscience of prudence and morality,
showing how human moral and prudential cognition and motivation are known to involve
over a dozen brain regions and capacities. He then outlines a detailed philosophical theory
of prudence and morality based on neuroscience and lived human experience. The result
demonstrates how this theory coheres with and explains the behavioral neuroscience,
showing how each brain region and capacity interact to give rise to prudential and moral
behavior.
Neurofunctional Prudence and Morality: A Philosophical Theory will be of interest to
philosophers and psychologists working in moral psychology, neuroethics, and decision
theory.

Author: Marcus Arvan
Print Length: 152 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (January 29, 2020)
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This book turns to virtue language as an important resource for
understanding moral injury, a form of subjectivity where one feels they
can no longer strive to be good as a result of wartime experience.
Drawing specifically on Iris Murdoch’s moral philosophy, and
examining the experiences of civilians during the Bosnian War (19925), Joseph Wiinikka-Lydon argues that current research into war and
current understandings of subjectivity need new ways to articulate the
moral dimension of being a subject if we are to understand how
violence affects one’s moral being and development. He develops an
understanding of the human person as a tensile moral subject, one
that forefronts the moral challenges and vulnerability inherent in lives
affected by war. With these resources, Wiinikka-Lydon argues for a
moral vocabulary and images of the human as a moral being that can
better articulate the experience of violence and moral injury.

Author: Joseph Wiinikka-Lydon
Hardcover: 203 pages
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan; 1st ed. 2019 edition (November 16, 2019)

Compared to other kinds of knowledge, how fragile is our knowledge
of morality? Does knowledge of the difference between right and
wrong fundamentally differ from knowledge of other kinds, in that it
cannot be forgotten? What makes reliable evidence in fundamental
moral convictions? And what are the associated problems of using
testimony as a source of moral knowledge? Sarah McGrath provides
novel answers to these questions and many others, as she investigates
the possibilities, sources, and characteristic vulnerabilities of moral
knowledge. She also considers whether there is anything wrong with
simply outsourcing moral questions to a moral expert and evaluates
the strengths and weaknesses of the method of equilibrium as an
account of how we make up our mind about moral questions.
Ultimately, McGrath concludes that moral knowledge can be acquired
in any of the ways in which we acquire ordinary empirical knowledge.
Our efforts to acquire and preserve such knowledge, she argues, are
subject to frustration in all of the same ways that our efforts to acquire
and preserve ordinary empirical knowledge are.

Author: Sarah McGrath
Hardcover: 240 pages
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Publisher: Oxford University Press (February 18, 2020)

This book brings together a group of top scholars on ethics
and moral neuroeducation to cover the specific field of
moral learning. Although there are many studies on neural
bases of human learning and the application processes in
different fields of human activity, such as education,
economics or politics, very few of them have delved into
the specific field of moral learning.
Read more

Editors: Patrici Calvo, Javier Gracia-Calandín
Print Length: 234 Pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2019 edition (January 27, 2020)

This Element explains Nietzsche's ethics in his late works, from
1886 onwards. The first three sections explain the basics of
his ethical theory – its context and presuppositions, its scope
and its central tension. The next three sections explore
Nietzsche's goals in writing a history of Christian morality (On
the Genealogy of Morality), the content of that history, and
whether he achieves his goals. The last two sections take a
broader look, respectively, at Nietzsche's wider philosophy in
light of his ethics and at the prospects for a Nietzschean ethics
after Nietzsche.

Author: Thomas Stern
Print Length: 71 pages
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (January 2, 2020)
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Understanding and improving how organizations work and are managed is the object of management research and
practice, and this topic is of longstanding interest in the academia and in society at large. More recently, the
contribution that the study of the brain could make to, notably, our understanding of decisions, emotional reactions,
and behaviors has led to the emergence of the field of “organizational neuroscience”. Within the field of
management, organizational neuroscience seeks to explore linkages between neuroscience research, theories, and
methods and management research. Its primary goal is to incorporate findings on the cognitive processes
underlying the thoughts, behaviors and attitudes of organizational actors in order to better inform management
theories, and to assist in understanding, predicting and improving these behaviors in the workplace. As a result,
we have seen in the last decade a flurry of research projects and publications in organizational neuroscience, as
well as novel or rejuvenated innovations around neuromarketing, neuroleadership, and cognitive enhancement in
the work place, to name a few. However, research and practical applications in organizational neuroscience pose
profound ethical challenges about, for example, organizational responsibility in the responsible use of scientific
innovation. Drawing on recent debates in the field, and in response to upcoming ethical challenges of organization
neuroscience, this book introduces “organizational neuroethics” as an emerging interdisciplinary field that addresses
the ethics of organizational neuroscience research and applications, as well as the neuroscience of organizational
ethics. The first part focuses on the ethics of organizational neuroscience and several chapters tackle the ethics of
neuromarketing or neuroleadership and discuss the ethical issues associated with neuroenhancement practice in
the workplace. The second part of the book addresses cutting-edge topics in the neuroscience of organizational
ethics.
Written by international experts in the fields of management, neuroscience, ethics, and social science, this book
will be of prime interest to practitioners, researchers and students in the various fields concerned with improving
management research and practices, as well as organizational ethics.

Author: Joé T. Martineau, Eric Racine
Hardcover: 257 pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2020 edition
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Is tribalism—the political and cultural divisions between Us and
Them—an inherent part of our basic moral psychology? Many
scientists link tribalism and morality, arguing that the evolved
“moral mind” is tribalistic. Any escape from tribalism, according to
this thinking, would be partial and fragile, because it goes against
the grain of our nature. In this book, Allen Buchanan offers a
counterargument: the moral mind is highly flexible, capable of
both tribalism and deeply inclusive moralities, depending on the
social environment in which the moral mind operates.
Read more

Author: Allen Buchanan
Hardcover: 296 pages
Publisher: The MIT Press (March 24, 2020)

Oxford Studies in Normative Ethics is an annual
forum for new work in normative ethical theory.
Leading
philosophers
present
original
contributions to our understanding of a wide
range of moral issues and positions, from analysis
of competing approaches to normative ethics
(including moral realism, constructivism, and
expressivism) to questions of how we should act
and live well. OSNE will be an essential resource
for scholars and students working in moral
philosophy.

Author: Mark Timmons

Hardcover: 320 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press; Reprint edition (December
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After the re-emergence of the tradition of virtue ethics in the early
1980s Reinhold Niebuhr has often served as a foil for authors
who locate themselves in that tradition. However, this exercise
has often proved controversial. This collection of essays
continues this work, across a wide range of subjects, with the
aim of avoiding some of the polemics that have previously
accompanied it.
Read more

Editors: Kevin Carnahan, David True
Hardcover: 268 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (January 16, 2020)

Emmanuel Levinas's ethical philosophy has had a
significant influence on film theory in recent years.
Proposing a relationship between Levinasian ethics and
film style, and bringing it into a productive dialogue with
theories of performativity, this book explores this influence
through three directorial bodies of work: those of the
Dardenne Brothers, Barbet Schroeder and Paul Schrader.
Read more

Author: Edward Lamberti
Hardcover: 272 pages
Publisher: Edinburgh University Press (December 1, 2019)
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This volume is the first to present a framework of general principles for animal research ethics together with
an analysis of the principles' meaning and moral requirements. This new framework of six moral principles
constitutes a more suitable set of moral guidelines than any currently available, including the influential
framework presented in the Principles of Humane Experimental Technique published in 1959 by zoologist
and psychologist William M. S. Russell and microbiologist Rex L. Burch. While other accounts have presented
specific directives to guide the use of animals in research, Tom L. Beauchamp and David DeGrazia here offer
a set of general moral principles that are adequate to the task of evaluating biomedical and behavioral
research involving animals today. Their comprehensive framework addresses ethical requirements pertaining
to societal benefit-a critical consideration in justifying the harming of animals in research-and features a
thorough program of animal welfare protection. In doing so, their principles bridge the gap between the
concerns of the research community and the animal-protection community.
The book is distinctive in featuring commentaries on the framework of principles by eminent figures in animal
research ethics from an array of relevant disciplines: veterinary medicine, biomedical research, biology,
zoology, comparative psychology, primatology, law, and bioethics. The seven commentators-Larry Carbone,
Frans de Waal, Rebecca Dresser, Joseph Garner, Brian Hare, Margaret Landi, and Julian Savulescu-scrutinize
Beauchamp and DeGrazia's principles in terms of both their theoretical cogency and practical implications,
evaluating their relevance to the medical and scientific professions. The range of ethical issues encompassed
in Principles of Animal Research Ethics will be useful to professionals in the biomedical and behavioral
sciences and will also appeal to individuals and scholars interested in bioethics, animal ethics, and applied
ethics generally.

Authors: Tom L. Beauchamp, David DeGrazia
Hardcover: 176 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press; 1 edition (January 30, 2020)
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With advances in personalised medicine, the field of medical
law is being challenged and transformed. The nature of the
doctor-patient relationship is shifting as patients simultaneously
become consumers. The regulation of emerging technologies is
being thrown into question, and we face new challenges in the
context of global pandemics. This volume identifies significant
questions and issues underlying the philosophy of medical law.
It brings together leading philosophers, legal theorists, and
medical specialists to discuss these questions in two parts. The
first part deals with key foundational theories, and the second
addresses a variety of topical issues, including euthanasia,
abortion, and medical privacy. The wide range of perspectives
and topics on offer provide a vital introduction to the
philosophical underpinnings of medical law.

Editors: Andelka M. Phillips, Thana C. de Campos, Jonathan Herring
Hardcover: 352 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press; 1 edition (January 21, 2020)

This book provides a perspective on the concepts placebo and
placebo effects, which has been missing so far: a detailed analysis of
the history of the terms, their current use, suggested alternatives
and the implications of the conceptual confusion. Everybody knows
something about placebos and placebo effects. If, however, people
are asked to define the concepts, the spectrum becomes wide. Does
'placebo' refer to an inert treatment or does it cover all elements of
the patient-physician-interaction except for pharmacological or other
physiological mechanisms? Furthermore, if, by definition, a placebo
has no effect, what sense does it make to talk about a 'placebo
effect'? Even in scientific literature the concepts ‘placebo’ and
‘placebo effect’ are used in many senses and often in a confusing
way. While this book discusses many issues which keep puzzling
physicians, it also covers the historical developments of the concepts
of placebo and placebo effect as well as the conceptual confusion in
the definitions. This book is intended for physicians, philosophers,
psychologists and any other people interested in placebos, placebo
effects and the physician-patient relationship.

Author: Pekka Louhiala
Hardcover: 144 pages
Publisher: Springer; 1st ed. 2020 edition (March 25, 2020)
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Public Bioethics collects the most influential essays and articles of James
F. Childress, a leading figure in the field of contemporary bioethics.
These essays, including new, previously-unpublished material, cohere
around the idea of 'public bioethics,' which concerns the analysis and
assessment of public policies in biomedicine, health care, and public
health.
The volume is divided into four sections - The first examines the principle
of respect for autonomy and paternalistic policies and practices. The
second explores the tension between bioethics, public policy, and
religious convictions, such as the right of health care providers to
conscientiously refuse to provide treatment to certain patients.
Read more

Author: James F. Childress
Hardcover: 346 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (February 10, 2020)

Hume's Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals is one of the landmark works

in the history of moral philosophy; this volume presents a section-by-section study
of the work in the form of new interpretative essays by leading Hume scholars.
The result is a comprehensive reassessment of Hume's 'recasting' of his moral
philosophy in this work. Particular attention is given to the Enlightenment concepts
of justice and benevolence, as well as to the concept of humanity and moral
sentiment. Fifteen original chapters take the reader through the nine sections and
four appendices of Hume's Enquiry, as well as 'A Dialogue,' to assess critically the
moral philosophy he presents. How does it differ from the moral philosophy of the
Treatise, and how should we understand the significance of the arguments he
advances? Additional chapters examine the relation between Hume's mature
moral philosophy and related subjects such as his epistemology, his writings on
religion, beauty and criticism, the passions, and his own intellectual and
philosophical development during the period in which he conceived and wrote the
Enquiry.

Author: Jacqueline Taylor
Hardcover: 368 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (May 19, 2020)
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Human beings are getting fatter and sicker. As we question what we eat and why we eat it, this book
argues that living well involves consuming a raw vegan diet.
With eating healthfully and eating ethically being simpler said than done, this book argues that the
best solution to health, environmental, and ethical problems concerning animals is raw veganism―the
human diet. The human diet is what humans are naturally designed to eat, and that is, a raw vegan
diet of fruit, tender leafy greens, and occasionally nuts and seeds. While veganism raises challenging
questions over the ethics of consuming animal products, while also considering the environmental
impact of the agriculture industry, raw veganism goes a step further and argues that consuming cooked
food is also detrimental to our health and the environment. Cooking foods allows us to eat food that is
not otherwise fit for human consumption and in an age that promotes eating foods in ‘moderation’ and
having ‘balanced’ diets, this raises the question of why we are eating foods that should only be
consumed in moderation at all, as moderation clearly implies they aren’t good for us. In addition, from
an environmental perspective, the use of stoves, ovens and microwaves for cooking contributes
significantly to energy consumption and cooking in general generates excessive waste of food and
resources. Thus, this book maintains that living well and living a noble life, that is, good physical and
moral health, requires consuming a raw vegan diet.
Exploring the scientific and philosophical aspects of raw veganism, this novel book is essential reading
for all interested in promoting ethical, healthful, and sustainable diets.

Author: Carlo Alvaro
Hardcover: 158 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 25, 2020)
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Thomas Pink offers a new approach to the problem of free will. Do we have
control of how we act, so that we are free to act in more than one way, and
does it matter to morality whether we do? Pink argues that what matters
to morality is not in fact the freedom to do otherwise, but something more
primitive - a basic capacity or power to determine for ourselves what we
do. This capacity might or might not take the form of a freedom to act in
more than one way, and it might or might not be compatible with causal
determinism. What really matters to morality is that it is we who determine
what we do. What we do must not simply be a function of powers or
capacities for which we are not responsible, or a matter of mere chance. At
the heart of moral responsibility is a distinctive form of power that is quite
unlike ordinary causation - a power by which we determine outcomes in a
way quite differently from the way ordinary causes determine outcomes.
Pink examines how this power is involved in action, and how the nature of
action permits the operation of such a power to determine it.

Author: Thomas Pink
Hardcover: 320 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press; Reprint edition (January 8, 2020)

Spinoza's thought is at the centre of an ever growing
interest. Spinoza's moral philosophy, in particular, points
to a radical way of understanding how human beings can
become free and enjoy supreme happiness. And yet, there
is still much disagreement about how exactly Spinoza's
recipe is supposed to work. For long time, Spinoza has
been presented as an arch rationalist who would identify
in the purely intellectual cultivation of reason the key for
ethical progress. Andrea Sangiacomo offers a new
understanding of Spinoza's project, by showing how he
himself struggled during his career to develop a moral
philosophy that could speak to human beings as they
actually are (imperfect, passionate, often not very
rational). Read more

Author: Andrea Sangiacomo
Print Length: 256 pages
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Publisher: OUP Oxford (December 12, 2019)

Philosopher Andrew Youpa offers a novel reading of Spinoza's moral philosophy. Unlike
approaches to moral philosophy that center on praiseworthiness and
blameworthiness, Youpa argues that Spinoza's moral philosophy is about how to live
lovingly and joyously, not hatefully or sorrowfully. It is, fundamentally, an ethics of joy.
Central to this reading is a defense of the view that there is a way of life that is best
for human beings, and that what makes it best is its alignment with human nature.
This is not, significantly, an ethics of accountability, or what a person does or does not
deserve. Morality's role is not to assign credit or blame to individuals in an economy of
good and evil; rather, it is to heal the sick and empower the vulnerable. It is an ethics
centered on what, with respect to mental and physical well-being, requires our
attention. Spinoza's ethics adheres to a medical model of morality, enacting and
embodying a system of care to ourselves, care to others, and care to things in the
world around us.
Read more

Author: Andrew Youpa
Hardcover: 208 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (January 13, 2020)

Magnanimity is a virtue that has led many lives. Foregrounded early on by
Plato as a philosophical virtue par excellence, it became one of the crown
jewels in Aristotle's account of human excellence and was accorded equally
salient place by other ancient thinkers. It is one of the most distinctive
elements of the ancient tradition to filter into the medieval Islamic and
Christian worlds. It sparked important intellectual engagements and went
on to carve deep tracks through several of the later philosophies to inherit
from this tradition. Read more

Author: Sophia Vasalou
Hardcover: 336 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (December 30, 2019)
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Is there any such thing as a single ethical system to which all human beings could conceivably
subscribe?
The short answer is no; and most people, being tolerant, would probably agree with this
answer. Yet most people, precisely in being tolerant, also subscribe to an idea of “human
rights” which presupposes just such a universal ethics.
This basic question of ethics is similarly treacherous when approached on a higher technical
level. Specialists have long recognized that Kant's categorical imperative is neither theoretically
nor practically tenable. But efforts to revive and repair the Kantian project-including especially
the monumental work of Jürgen Habermas-have all themselves been theoretically
questionable, while developing a complexity that makes them impractical.
Must we then simply do without ethics in the sense of a universal ethical method?
Read more

Author: Benjamin Bennett

Hardcover: 216 pages

Publisher: Bloomsbury Academic; 1 edition (February 6, 2020)
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When is it morally permissible to engage in self-defense or the
defense of others? Jonathan Quong defends a variety of novel
ideas in this book about the morality of defensive force, providing
an original philosophical account of the central moral principles that
should regulate its use. We cannot understand the morality of
defensive force, he reasons, until we ask and answer deeper
questions about how the use of defensive force fits with a more
general account of justice and moral rights. In developing this
stance, Quong presents new views on liability, proportionality, and
necessity. Read more

Author: Jonathan Quong
Hardcover: 240 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (May 17, 2020)

The nature of people's moral lives, the similarities and
differences in the moral concepts of individuals and groups,
and how these concepts emerge in the course of human
development are topics of perennial interest. In recent years,
the field of moral development has turned from a focus on a
limited set of theories to a refreshingly vast array of research
questions and methods. This handbook offers a
comprehensive, international, and up-to-date review of this
research on moral development.
Read more

Editor: Lene Arnett Jensen
Hardcover: 816 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (February 21, 2020)
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Fénelon was a nuanced and influential diagnostician of the ills of
European society, one who carefully analysed phenomena as wideranging and complex as egocentrism, authoritarianism, and
imperialism. Despite his influence there has been to date no
interpretive monograph in English devoted specifically to his
thought. Ryan Patrick Hanley aims to correct this oversight,
providing the first book-length interpretative study of Fénelon's
writings to appear in English.
Read more

Author: Ryan Patrick Hanley
Hardcover: 324 pages
Publisher: Oxford University Press (March 11, 2020)

Common morality has been the touchstone of medical ethics since the
publication of Beauchamp and Childress's Principles of Biomedical
Ethics in 1979. Rosamond Rhodes challenges this dominant view by
presenting an original and novel account of the ethics of medicine, one
deeply rooted in the actual experience of medical professionals. She
argues that common morality accounts of medical ethics are unsuitable
for the profession, and inadequate for responding to the particular
issues that arise in medical practice. Instead, Rhodes argues that
medicine's distinctive ethics should be explained in terms of the trust
that society allows to the profession. Trust is the core and starting point
of Rhodes' moral framework, which states that the most basic duty of
doctors is to "seek trust and be trustworthy."
Read more
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How should we design our economic systems? Should we tax the rich at a higher rate
than the poor? Should we have a minimum wage? Should the state provide healthcare
for all? These and many related questions are the subject of distributive justice, and
different theories of distributive justice provide different ways to think about and
answer such questions. This book provides a thorough introduction to the main theories
of distributive justice and reveals the underlying sources of our disagreements about
economic policy. It argues that the universe of theories of distributive justice is
surprisingly simple, yet complicated. It is simple in that the main theories of distributive
justice are just four in number, and in that these theories each offer a distinct, welldefined theoretical approach to distributive justice; yet it is complicated in that the
main theories disagree at several distinct, fundamental levels, and in that it is possible
to spin innumerable new theories from the elements of the four main theories.

Author: Jeppe Platz
Hardcover: 224 pages
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (February 26, 2020)
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Moral theories can be distinguished, not only by the answers they give,
but also by the questions they ask. Utilitarianism's central commitment
is to the promotion of well-being, impartially considered. This
commitment shapes utilitarianism in a number of ways. If scarce
resources should be directed where they will best promote well-being,
and if theoretical attention is a scarce resource, then moral theorists
should focus on topics that are most important to the future promotion
of well-being. A theme of this Element is that, as times change, the
priorities (both practical and theoretical) of utilitarianism also change.
Questions that were once theoretical curiosities move centre stage. And
themes from earlier utilitarians that have become unfashionable may
come to the fore again. Utilitarianism is a living tradition, not an abstract
set of timeless principles or a purely historical artefact.

Author: Tim Mulgan
Print Length: 72 pages
Publisher: Cambridge University Press (January 2, 2020)

The revival of Aristotelian virtue ethics can be seen as a
response to the modern problem of disenchantment, that
is, the perceived loss of meaning in modernity. However,
in Virtue and Meaning, David McPherson contends that
the dominant approach still embraces an overly
disenchanted view. In a wide-ranging discussion,
McPherson argues for a more fully re-enchanted
perspective that gives better recognition to the meanings
by which we live and after which we seek, and to the fact
that human beings are the meaning-seeking animal. In
doing so, he defends distinctive accounts of the
relationship between virtue and happiness, otherregarding demands, and the significance of linking neoAristotelian virtue ethics with a view of the meaning of
life and a spiritual life where contemplation has a central
role. This book will be valuable for philosophers and other
readers who are interested in virtue ethics and the
perennial question of the meaning of life.

Author: David McPherson
Hardcover: 230 pages
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War by Agreement presents a new theory on the ethics of war. It shows
that wars can be morally justified at both the ad bellum level (the political
decision to go to war) and the in bello level (its actual conduct by the
military)by accepting a contractarian account of the rules governing war.
According to this account, the rules of war are anchored in a mutually
beneficial and fair agreement between the relevant players - the purpose
of
which is to promote peace and to reduce the horrors of war. The book
relies on the long social contract tradition and illustrates its fruitfulness
in understanding and developing the morality and the law of war.

Author: Yitzhak Benbaji, Daniel Statman
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